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ABSTRACT 
The problem of faithful extension with the condition of  keeping constant height h and constant width w, i.e. for            
h w -inextensibility, seems more interesting than the brute extension of finite poset (partially ordered set). We shall 
investigate some theorems of hw-inextensive and hw-exrensive posets can be used to formulate the faithful extension 
problem. A theorem in its general form of hw-inextensive posets are given to implement the presented theorems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
This paper is concerned the problem of hw-extension with height less than or equal 2 and constant width 1≥ . The 
notions of restriction, extension, isomorphism and mapping between binary relations have been investigated. 
 
Recall that a relation P is mapped into S or P≤ S iff there exists an isomorphism from P onto a restriction of S. The 
problem of faithful extension (see [1]) is defined as follows: 
 
Given two posets P and S such that P non≤ S, then there exists a strict extension S* of S (specially an extension with 
one additional element) which saves the non-mapping P non≤ S*, (For more details, see [1]).  
 
The faithful extension among infinite chain or linearly ordered sets is studied in [2, 3] together with a result on this 
faithful extension has been mentioned in [7]). Faithful extension between bipartite graphs and alias bivalent tableaux 
has been discussed in several works such as [4, 5, 6, 8]. In this present paper, the finite posets are considered only. 
 
2. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 
 
In what follows we give important and useful definitions in the representation of the problem of concern. 
 
Definition 1: [1] The poset P is an extensive iff for each poset S so that P non≤ S (P not mapped into S) and there 
exists an extension S* of S by adding one element to S such that P non≤ S*. 
 
Definition 2: [1] The poset P is inextensive by S iff P non≤ S but P ≤ S* where P is mapped into each poset S*, (the 
extension of S by adding one element). 
 
Definition 3: [9] The height of finite poset P is the number of elements of maximal chains which are restriction of P. 
 
Definition 4 [2, 3]: An antichain is a subset of a poset such that any two elements in the subset are incomparable. 
 
Definition 5 [2, 3]: A maximal antichain is an antichain that is not a proper subset of any other antichain and that has 
cardinality at least as large as every other antichain. 
 
Definition 6 [2, 3]: The width w of a poset is the cardinality of a maximum antichain. 
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We can give new definitions concerning our work 
 
Definition 7: The faithful extension between finite posets of constant height h and a constant width w, is called hw-
extension.  
 
Definition 8: The poset P is an hw-inextensive for S iff P and S have a common height h and a common width w, P non 
≤ S but P is mapped into each poset S* (P≤ S*) of the same height h and width w where S* is an extension of S by 
adding one element. 
 
Definition 9: The poset P is an hw-extensive iff for every S of height h and width w, so that P non ≤ S, and there exists 
an extension S* of S by adding one element with height h and width w such that P non ≤ S*. 
 
Definition 10: [1] The elements a and b of a poset ),P( ≤  are called comparable if either ba≤ or ab≤ . When a and 

b are elements of P such that neither ba≤  nor ab≤ , a and b are called incomparable and denoted by ba . 
 
Proposition 1: If P is any finite poset and L is the set of elements in P which are incomparable with the other ones, 
then P\L be the restriction of P to the complement of L. 
 
Proposition 2: Let P be a poset, then all the minimal elements of P are called the elements of rank 0. 
 
Proposition 3: Let  be the poset with one minimal element of rank 0 and one element of rank 1, then the minimal 
element being anterior to the maximal element.  
 

It should be noted that the notation ( .) will be used to express the preceding poset with an additional incomparable 

element, while the notation ( . .) is used for two incomparable elements. 
 
3. REPRESENTATION OF THE PROBLEM 
 
Many posets that are h-extensive and some posets that are 2-extensive have been studied in [9] together with one 
counter example of a poset of 2- inextensive has been given. In addition, it has been proved in [9] that P = ( Χ  . .) is 2-
inextensive by the poset S of cardinal 10. 
 
The problem of extension is an open point of discussion for posets as well as for bipartite graphs, (see [1]). The 
problem addressed in the present paper as follows:  
“Does there exist a finite poset P of a constant height h and constant width w which is hw-inextensive for infinitely 
many finite poset S* (considered up to isomorphism, equivalently having unlimited finite cardinals).  
 
4. THE hw-INEXTENSIVE PROBLEM 
 
The essential and important purpose of the work presented in this paper is to give some theorem on hw-extensive and 
another theorems of a poset which is hw-inextensive. 
 
Theorem 1: If a poset P contain only one element then P is hw-inextenive 
 
Proof:  We take an empty set S then P ≤ S* since we add one element to S. So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
Theorem 2: If a poset P contain two elements incomparable to each other, then P is hw-inextenive  
 
Proof: By taking S with one element then P ≤ S* since we add one element to S incomparable to the other one (if not 
then S will be of height 2: contradiction because P of height 1) since S* must be same height h and same width w. So P 
is hw-inextesive 
 

Theorem 3: The poset P ( ) is hw-inextensive. 
 
Proof: We take the poset S with one element, if we add another element to S* then this element must be comparable to 
the other element (if not S* will be antichain of cardinality 2: contradiction because P is an antichain with cardinality 1), 
then P ≤ S*. So P is hw-inextesive 
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In contrast we shall prove that P ( .) is hw-extensive. 
 
Theorem 4: The poset P = ( .) is hw-extnesive. 
 
Proof: We shall treat two cases: 
 
Case – 1: If P/L is non≤ S,  then S must be an antichain of cardinal 2 so we add one element comparable to these 
elements, (if not S will be an antichain with cardinal > 3), then  P non ≤ S*. 
 
Case - 2: If P/L≤ S, if S is an antichain of cardinality 1 and height 2 then we add an element s greater than the element 
in rank 0 or s less than the element in rank 1, then  P non ≤ S*. If S is an antichain of cardinality 2 and height 2, then 
we add an element s  posterior to the element of maximal antichain or s anterior the element of maximal antichain, then  
P non ≤ S*. So hw-extnesive. 

  

We see in the following theorem that the precedent poset P = ( )  with L= 2, that is P= ( ..) is hw-inextnesive. 

 

Theorem 5: The poset P = ( ..) is hw-inextnesive. 
 
Proof: First, we construct the poset S to be in form of one plate isomorphic to X . Let a, b the two minimal elements 

(of rank 0) of these plates and 'a , 'b  the two maximal elements (of rank 1). The two minimal a, b and the two maximal 
'a , 'b can be expressed by a figure in which we put 'a  vertically to a, and similarly 'b  for b. The plate is formed by a, 

b, 'a , 'b . Moreover we add one element e of rank 0 (or one element 'e  of rank 1) incomparable to all other elements.  
 
It should be verified that P non ≤  S then we have the following: 
 
If the additional element s is from rank 1 and s > e (if s incomparable to e then the antichain will be of cardinality 4: 
contradition), then P ≤ S* by s, e, 'a , 'b  which covers the four cases: s > e, ; then s > a, e; then s > b, e; then s > a, b, 
e. then  P ≤ S*. So P is hw-inextesive 
 
Now if the additional element from rank 0, the proof is similar to the above one and we leave to the reader for 
completing the proof. 
 

We extend our work with the precedent poset P = ( ..) with L= 3, that is P = ( )...  is hw-inextnesive. 

 

Theorem 6: The poset P = ( )...  is hw-inextnesive. 

. 
Proof: First, we construct the poset S to be in form of two plates; each plate is isomorphic to X . Let a, b, c the three 

minimal elements (of rank 0) of these plates and 'a , 'b , 'c   the three maximal elements (of rank 1). The three minimal 
a, b, c and the three maximal 'a , 'b , 'c  can be expressed by a figure in which we put 'a  vertically to a, and 'b  for b, 
and similarly c for 'c . The first plate is formed by a, b, 'a , 'b  and the second plate is formed by b, c, 'b , 'c . 
Moreover we add one element e of rank 0 (or one element 'e  of rank 1) incomparable to all other elements.  
 
It should be verified that P non ≤  S then we have the following: 
 
If the additional element s is from rank 1 and s > e (if s incomparable to e then the antichain will be of cardinality 
5:contradition), then P≤ S* by s, e, a’, 'b , 'c  which covers the eight cases: s >  e,; then s> a, e; then s> b, e; s> c, e; 
then s> a, b, e; then s > a, c, e; then s > b, c, e; then s > a, b, c, e. So P is hw-inextesive 
 
Now if the additional element from rank 0, the proof is similar to the above one and we leave to the reader for 
completing the proof. 
 
In the following theorem we see that the same poset P = ( )  but with L= 4, that is    P = ( ).... is hw-inextnesive. 
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Theorem 7: The poset P = ( )....  is hw-inextnesive. 

. 
Proof: First, we construct the poset S to be in form of three plates; each plate is isomorphic to X . Let a, b, c, d the 

four minimal elements (of rank 0) of these plates and 'a , 'b , 'c , 'd   the four maximal elements (of rank 1). The four 
minimal a, b, c, and d and the four maximal 'a , 'b , 'c , 'd  can be expressed by a figure in which we put 'a  vertically 
to a, and 'b  for b, and similarly c for 'c and d for 'd . The first plate is formed by a, b, 'a , 'b  and the second plate is 
formed by b, c, 'b , 'c , the third plate is formed by c, d, 'c , 'd  . Moreover we add one element e of rank 0 (or one 
element 'e  of rank 1) incomparable to all other elements.  
 
It should be verified that P non ≤  S then we have the following: 
 
If the additional element s is from rank 1 and s> e (if s incomparable to e then the antichain will be of cardinality 
6:contradition), then P ≤ S* by s, e, 'a , 'b , 'c , 'd  which sixteen covers the cases: s> e, ; then s> a, e; then s> b, e; 
then s> c, e; then s> d, e; then s> a, b, e; then s > a, c, e; then s > a, d, e;  then s> b, c, e; then s > b, d, e; then s> c, 
d, e;  then s> a, b, c, e, ; then s> a, b, d, e,; then s> a, c, d, e; then s> b, c, d, e,; then s > a, b, c, d, e. So P is hw-
inextesive 
 
Now if the additional element from rank 0, the proof is similar to the above one and we leave to the reader for 
completing the proof. 
 
5. GENERAL FORM OF hw-INEXTENSIVE OF THE POSETS P ( . . . …   .) L = n (n≥ 2)   
 
We can give the general case of poset P ( . . . …   .) with L = n (n≥ 2) which is hw-inextensive  
 
Theorem 8: The posets P ( . . .  … .) with L = n (n≥ 2) are hw-inextensive 
 
Proof: Put P = ( . . .  … .) and construct the poset S to be in the form of n plates, each plate is isomorphic to X ; we 

call a1, a2, …..,an are the n minimal elements of rank 0 of these plates, and '
n

'
3

'
2

'
1 a....,,a,a,a  are the n maximal of 

rank 1. In the figure of the plates, we put '
1a vertically to a1, and similarly for '

2a  and a2, and so on n
'a  and an. The 

first plate is formed by a1, a2, 
'

1a , '
2a ; the second plate by a2, a3, 

'
2a , '

3a ; and so on the last one by an-1, an, 
'

1na − , 
'
na ;. Moreover we add one element e from rank 0, (or one element 'e from rank 1).  

 
It should be verified that P non ≤  S. 
 
If the additional element s is from rank 1 and s >  e (if s incomparable to e then the antichain will be of cardinality n+1: 

contradiction), then P ≤ S* by s, e, '
n

'
3

'
2

'
1 a....,,a,a,a  which covers all the n2  cases (we leave to the reader to 

complete the proof). So P is hw-inextensive. 
 
If the additional element s from rank 1; prove analogous to precedent, so the theorem is proved. 
 
6. WE PRESENT ANOTHER FORM OF THE POSETS P WHICH ARE hw-INEXTENSIVE 

 
Theorem 9: The poset P with one element in rank 1 posterior to two incomparable elements in rank 0 is hw-
inextnesive. 
 
Proof: First, we construct the poset S to be in form of two elements in rank 1 posterior to one element in rank 0. Let a 
the minimal element (of rank 0), and 'a , 'b  the maximal element (of rank 1). 
 
Firstly we verify that P non ≤ S. 
 
If we add one minimal element s of rank 0 (otherwise: contradiction with the width will be > 2) such that s< 'a  then P 
≤ S* by s, a, 'a ; which cover the two cases  s<  'b  and s<  'a , 'b . So P is hw-inextesive 
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Theorem 10: The poset P with two maximal incomparable elements in rank 1 posterior to one element in rank 0 is hw-
inextnesive. 
 
Proof: First, we construct the poset S to be in form of one maximal element in rank 1 posterior to two incomparable 
minimal elements in rank 0 . Let a, b the minimal elements (of rank 0) and 'a  the maximal element (of rank 1). 
 
We verify that P non ≤  S. 
 
If we add one maximal element s of rank 1 (otherwise: contradiction with the width will be > 2) such that s< a then      
P ≤ S* by s, 'a , a; which cover the two cases  s<  b and s<  a, b. So P is hw-inextesive 
 
Theorem 11: The poset P with one maximal element in rank 1 and three incomparable elements in rank 0 such that the 
maximal element posterior to two incomparable elements in rank 0 and incomparable to third one is hw-inextnesive. 
 
Proof: First, we construct the poset S to be in form of three elements 'a , 'b , 'c  in rank 1 and two elements a, b in rank 
0 such that 'a  posterior to a, 'b  posterior to a and b and 'c posterior to b .  
 
We verify that P non ≤  S. 
 
If we add one minimal element s of rank 0 (otherwise: contradiction because the width will be > 3) such that s< 'a  
then P ≤ S* by s, a, 'a , b; which cover the three cases  s<  'a , 'b  ; s<  'a , 'c ; and s<  'a , 'b , 'c . So P is hw-
inextesive. 
 
If s< 'b  then P ≤ S* by s, b, 'a , 'b  which cover s<  'b , 'c .  So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
If s< 'c  then P ≤ S* by s, b, 'a , 'c . So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
Theorem 12: The poset P with one minimal element in rank 0 and three incomparable elements in rank 1 such that the 
minimal element anterior to two incomparable elements in rank 1 and incomparable to third one is hw-inextnesive. 
 
Proof: First, we construct the poset S to be in form of two elements 'a , 'b  in rank 1 and three elements a, b, and c  in 
rank 0 such that 'a  posterior to a, and b; 'b  posterior to b and c .  
 
We verify that P non ≤  S. 
 
If we add one maximal element s of rank 1 (otherwise: contradiction because the width will be of cardinal > 3) such 
that s> a  then P ≤ S* by s, a, 'a , 'b ; which cover the three cases  s >  a , b  ; s>  a , c ; and s >  a , b , c . So P is 
hw-inextesive. 
 
If s >  b  then P ≤ S* by s, b, 'b , a which cover s>  b , c .  So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
If s >  c  then P ≤ S* by s, c, 'a , 'b . So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
Theorem 13: The poset P with one maximal element in rank 1 and four incomparable elements in rank 0 such that the 
maximal element posterior to two incomparable elements in rank 0 and incomparable to the third and fourth one is   
hw-inextnesive. 
 
Proof: First, we construct the poset S to be in form of four elements 'a , 'b , 'c , and 'd  in rank 1 and three elements a, 
b, and c in rank 0 such that 'a  posterior to a only ; 'b  posterior to a and b; 'c posterior to b, and c; and 'd  posterior to 
c only.  
 
We verify that P non ≤  S. 
 
If we add one minimal element s of rank 0 (otherwise: contradiction because the width will be of cardinal > 4) such that 
s< 'a  then P ≤ S* by s, a, 'a , b, c; which cover the seven cases  s<  'a , 'b  ; s<  'a , 'c ; s<  'a , 'd ; s<  'a , 'b , 'c ; 
s<  'a , 'b , 'd ; s<  'a , 'c , 'd ; s<  'a , 'b , 'c , 'd  . So P is hw-inextesive. 
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If s<  'b  then P ≤ S* by s, b, 'b , c, 'a  which cover the cases s< 'b , 'c ; s< 'b , 'd ; s< 'b , 'c , 'd . So P is hw-
inextesive. 
 
If s<  'c  then P ≤ S* by s, c, 'c , 'a , 'b  which cover the case  s< 'c , 'd . So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
If s<  'd  then P ≤ S* by s, c, 'd , 'a , 'b .  So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
Theorem 14: The poset P with one minimal element in rank 0 and four incomparable elements in rank 1 such that the 
minimal element anterior to two incomparable elements in rank 1 and incomparable to third and fourth one is            
hw-inextnesive. 
 
Proof: First, we construct the poset S to be in form of three elements 'a , 'b , 'c  in rank 1 and four elements a, b, c, 
and d  in rank 0 such that 'a  posterior to a, and b; 'b  posterior to b and c, and 'c  posterior to c and d. 
  
We verify that P non ≤  S. 
 
If we add one maximal element s of rank 1 (otherwise: contradiction because the width will be of cardinal > 4) such 
that s> a  then P≤ S* by s, a, 'a , 'b , 'c ; which cover the three cases  s>  a , b  ; s> a , c ; s> a , d ; s > a , b , 
c ; s> a , b , d ; s> a , c , d; s> a , b , c , d.  So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
If s > b  then P ≤ S* by s, b, 'b , a, 'c   which cover s> b , c ; s> b , d ; s> b , c , d . So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
If s> c  then P ≤ S* by s, c, 'c , 'b , a which cover s> c , d.  So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
If s> d  then P ≤ S* by s, d, 'c , 'a , 'b .  So P is hw-inextesive. 
 
7. GENERAL FORM OF THE POSETS P (      ) and P (      ) with L = n (n≥ 1) WHICH IS hw-INEXTENSIVE  
 
Finally, we can conclude our working by present another theorems that are also hw-inextensive . 
 
At the end we give the general cases of poset P (⋀ . . . …   .) with L = n (n≥ 1) and P (⋀ . . . …   .)  with L = n (n≥ 1)  
which is hw-inextensive  
 
Theorem 15: The poset P (⋁. . . …   .) with one maximal element in rank 1 and L= n≥ 1 incomparable elements in 
rank 0 such that the maximal element posterior to two incomparable elements in rank 0 and incomparable to the L= 
n≥ 1elements is hw-inextnesive. 
 
The proof is similar to the previous theorems  
 
Theorem 16: The poset P (⋁. . . … .) with one minimal element in rank 0 and L= n≥ 1 incomparable elements in rank 
1 such that the minimal element anterior to two incomparable elements in rank 1 and incomparable to the L= n≥ 1 
elements is hw-inextnesive. 
 
The proof is similar to the previous theorems  
 
8. CONCLUSION  
 
We find in this work some posets which are hw-extensive and some posets which are hw-inextensive. 
 
We can conclude that we can find many other posets which are hw-inextensive and many other posets which are hw-
extensive. 
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